ABSTRACT A large number of experimental studies have been devoted to quantifying the interaction between transmembrane (TM) helices in detergent micelles and, more recently, in bilayers. Theoretical calculation of association free energy of TM helices would be useful for predicting the propensity of given sequences to oligomerize and for understanding the difference between association in micelles and in bilayers. In this article, the theoretical foundation for calculating the standard association free energy of TM helices is laid out and is applied to glycophorin A in both micelles and bilayers. The standard association free energy is decomposed into the effective energy, translational, rotational, and conformational entropy terms. The effective energy of association is obtained by molecular dynamics simulations in an implicit membrane model. The translational and rotational entropy of association is calculated from the probability distribution of the translational and rotational degrees of freedom obtained from the molecular dynamics simulations. The side-chain conformational entropy of association is estimated from the probability distribution obtained by rigid rotation of all side-chain dihedral angles. The calculated standard association free energy of glycophorin A in N-dodecylphosphocholine micelles is in good agreement with the experimental value. The translational entropy cost is larger, whereas the rotational entropy cost is smaller in bilayers than in micelles. The standard association free energy in 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine bilayers is calculated to be ;1.3 kcal/mol more favorable than in N-dodecylphosphocholine micelles, consistent with available experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Association of transmembrane (TM) helices is a fundamental process in membrane protein structural biology. The helices may belong to multiple-span membrane proteins, in which case their association leads to tertiary structure formation (1); or they may belong to single-span membrane proteins and their association can play an important functional role. The oligomerization of membrane receptor proteins is thought to be very important for signal transduction; however, the extent to which the TM domain contributes to this oligomerization is still unclear or even controversial (2) . Association of TM helices can be experimentally determined by analytical ultracentrifugation and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) in vitro (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) or by ToxR/ToxCat in vivo (8) (9) (10) . From the theoretical point of view, it would be useful to be able to predict a), to what extent two given TM helices will associate, and b), the structure of the dimer or oligomer. This article deals with the first problem: given the structure of a TM helix dimer, predict the association free energy in bilayers and in micelles.
Glycophorin A (GpA), a small bitopic (single-span) TM protein found in erythrocyte membranes, has been studied extensively as a model system for the association of TM helices. Mutagenesis analyses showed that homodimerization of GpA during SDS-PAGE is highly dependent on sequence specific interhelical interactions (11, 12) . The seven amino acid motif LIxxGVxxGVxxT was found to be essential for association of GpA based on these studies (13) . Similar results were obtained in membrane bilayers in vivo (8) . These conclusions were confirmed by the determination of the structure of the GpA dimer in micelles (14) and in bilayers (15) . The association free energies of wild-type GpA and GpA mutants in a number of micelle environments have been determined experimentally: in C 8 E 5 micelles by analytical ultracentrifugation (3, 4) ; in a series of detergents with different alkyl chain length and headgroups by FRET (6, 7) ; and in C14 betaine micelles by analytical ultracentrifugation (5) . However, the association free energy of GpA in lipid bilayers is not available.
The relationship between association free energies determined in micelles and bilayers is not well understood (16) . Langosch et al. (10) have shown that GpA TM segments appear to be less sensitive to mutation and thus more strongly associated in a natural lipid bilayer than in micelles, probably due to a slightly altered structure of the dimer and/or to a higher local concentration and preorientation of the TM helices in a lipid bilayer. Furthermore, it was found that the association of TM helices of the M2 protein from influenza A virus is two orders of magnitude stronger in 1,2-dilauroylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine bilayers than in detergent N-dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) micelles and even stronger in 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine bilayers (17) . The origin of this difference is unknown. Considering that M2 forms a tetrameric structure with four predicted helix-helix association interfaces (18) , the difference in association constant corresponds to ;0.7 kcal/mol for each helix-helix interface.
Although protein-protein and protein-ligand binding free energy in aqueous solution have been extensively studied (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) , little work has been done on the theoretical prediction of association free energy of TM helices. Due to the inhomogeneity along the membrane normal, binding free energy calculations in a membrane should be different from those in aqueous solution. Recently, an empirical method has been proposed to estimate association free energies of a-helices in nonpolar media (25) . However this method has several limitations: 1), it neglects the translational and rotational entropy changes upon association; 2), it does not address the difference between micelles and bilayers; and 3), possible conformational changes in the helices upon association are not accounted for. More recently, Henin et al. (26) estimated the free energy change along a reaction coordinate for GpA dimerization and free energy changes due to mutations, and obtained the association free energy by integrating the potential of mean force. Many other simulations of associating TM helices have been reported in micelles or bilayers (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) but have not included calculations of the association free energy.
In this article, a general method to calculate the association free energy of TM helices from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is proposed based on an implicit membrane model (IMM1) (32) . The method is applied to the calculation of the standard association free energy of GpA in both detergent micelles and membrane bilayers. The standard association free energy is decomposed into the effective energy, translational, rotational, and conformational entropy terms. The effective energy of association is obtained by MD simulations in IMM1. The translational and rotational entropy of association is calculated according to the probability distribution of three translational and three rotational degree of freedom obtained from the MD simulations. The side-chain conformational entropy of association is estimated from the probability distribution obtained by rigid rotation of all side-chain dihedral angles. The calculated standard association free energy of GpA in DPC micelles is in good agreement with the experimental value. The standard association free energy in DMPC bilayers is calculated to be ;1.3 kcal/mol more favorable than in DPC micelles, consistent with available experimental data.
THEORY Choice of standard state
Because the free energy of a bimolecular reaction depends on the concentration of the reactants, association free energies are reported at given concentrations (the standard state). The standard state is implied in the units used to define the equilibrium constant. For GpA, sedimentation (3) (4) (5) and FRET (6,7) data were used to obtain the relative amounts of dimer and monomer. The apparent association constant is defined as
where n Dimer and n Monomer are numbers of moles of dimer and monomer species, respectively, and V Aq is the volume of the aqueous solution. The standard state implied in Eq. 1 is 1 M in bulk solution. The problem with apparent association constants is that they depend on the amount of detergent (4). To eliminate this problem, the mole fraction equilibrium constant, K X , was introduced, which is related to the apparent association constant by
where [Detergent] is the molar concentration of detergent in the bulk solution. The mole fraction standard free energy of GpA upon association in C 8 E 5 and C14 betaine was measured as ÿ7.0 kcal/mol and ÿ5.7 kcal/mol, respectively (4, 5) . The apparent dissociation constants of GpA in N-dodecyl-N,N-(dimethylammonio)butyrate and DPC detergent micelles were determined as 0.08 6 0.04 mM and 0.16 6 0.08 mM, respectively, at 25 mM detergent concentration (6) , from which the mole fraction standard association free energy of GpA in N-dodecyl-N,N-(dimethylammonio) butyrate and DPC is calculated as ÿ7.1 kcal/mol and ÿ7.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Because molarities lend themselves more naturally to theoretical calculations, we adopt 1 M as the standard state for our calculations, but it is defined only within the hydrophobic phase (HP), micelles, or bilayers, to eliminate the dependence of association constants on the amount of detergent or lipid. To convert the standard association free energy on the mole fraction scale to our own standard state, we start from the definition of association constants. K X is defined as (4)
where X i and n i are the mole fraction and number of moles for protein species i in the hydrophobic phase, respectively, and n Total is the total number of moles of all protein species and detergent/lipid molecules in the hydrophobic phase. At dilute conditions, one can make the approximation that n Total % n Detergent , where n Detergent is the number of moles of detergents/lipids in the hydrophobic phase. Then
The molar association constant can be defined as
where [i] is the molar concentration of species i in the hydrophobic phase and V HP is the total volume of the hydrophobic phase including proteins and detergent/lipid molecules. A similar approximation that V HP % V Detergent , where V Detergent is the volume of the detergent/lipid molecules in the hydrophobic phase, can be made if the proteins are dilute in the hydrophobic phase; then
where n Detergent is the molar volume of hydrophobic tails of pure detergents/lipids. Combining Eqs. 4 and 6, we obtain
The standard association free energy at 1 M (in HP) standard state is
It was estimated that the molar volume of the ÿCH2-CH2ÿ group is 32.2 cm 3 /mol (33) , thus the molar volume of hydrophobic tails is ;0.193 L/mol for DPC detergent micelles. Equation 8 then gives ;ÿ6.1 kcal/mol for the 1 M (in HP) standard association free energy of GpA in DPC micelles.
Since a membrane is a two-dimensional medium, the concentration of TM helices in a membrane bilayer would be more naturally expressed in units of mole/area. 1 mol/liter can be easily converted to mole/area if the thickness of hydrophobic core of membrane (T) is specified; 1 M (in HP) corresponds to 1660 Å 3 per molecule. Therefore, the average area for each molecule is
The surface concentration of TM helices (CON surface , in units of mole/area) is
where N a is Avogadro's number. For example, if the thickness of hydrophobic core of membrane is 23 Å , the corresponding area for each molecule of each species in membrane is 72.2 Å 2 /molecule (note that this is similar to the area per lipid in common membranes); the surface concentration is 2.3 3 10 ÿ6 mole/m 2 . Although surface concentration is more natural for the two-dimensional membrane, the molar concentration is more frequently used in thermodynamics, so 1 molar standard state in hydrophobic phase is kept in our calculations.
Association in bilayers
Most previous theoretical calculations of association or binding free energy (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) were performed in bulk solution, which is isotropic in six dimensions (three rotational and three translational). However, in the IMM1 model, the x and y axes on the membrane plane are isotropic, whereas the z dimension is anisotropic. Among three rotational dimensions (three Euler angles) only one (about the z axis) is isotropic. Different formulas should be used to calculate the rotational and translational entropy lost on isotropic and anisotropic dimensions.
Since rotations and translations on the anisotropic dimensions are restricted to a relatively narrow range, we assume that an MD simulation (for example, 1 ns) is sufficient for sampling distribution functions for rotation and translation on the anisotropic dimensions. This assumption was validated by a series of 1 ns MD simulations of a GpA monomer that started from different initial positions on the z axis and different initial orientations about the y axis and helical axis, but obtained very similar distributions on these dimensions (data not shown). Therefore, the following basis is proposed for our entropy calculations:
i. Monomer and dimer translate and rotate freely on the isotropic dimensions and their translational and rotational entropy on these dimensions can be calculated analytically. ii. The entropy loss upon association on the isotropic dimensions is contributed by only one helix. Upon association, one helix still samples the available space specified by the standard state but the second helix has limited freedom to move relative to the other. iii. On the anisotropic dimensions, the entropy changes for each helix from free to bound state are calculated separately and added.
The translational and rotational entropy loss on the isotropic dimensions can be calculated based on the relative distances or relative Euler angles of one helix with respect to the other as described for the binding process in solution (21) . For the entropic contribution from anisotropic dimensions, the calculation method should be modified.
As in the calculation of binding free energies in solution (21), the standard association free energy (DG 
Calculations of these components are discussed in the following sections.
Effective energy change upon association
Effective energy change upon association (DW association ) is the average effective energy of the dimer (W dimer ) minus the average effective energy of the two monomers:
Another expression for DW association can be derived from Eq. 12 (21) : 
Translational entropy loss upon association
The translational entropy loss upon association (DS translational association ) in lipid bilayers is mostly due to restriction of motion on the plane of the membrane, i.e., isotropic dimensions x and y. For dimerization, it is more natural to use polar coordinates (r, u), where r is the distance between the centers of the helices and u is the angle between the vector connecting the centers of mass of the two helices and the vector from the center of reference helix to one of the Ca atoms on the reference helix ( Fig. 1 ).
Preliminary tests showed that the distributions of r and u are highly coupled; therefore, in the calculations we use the coupled distribution of r and u (Eq. 14). The loss of translational entropy on the membrane plane is due to: a), reduction in amplitude of r and u, DS r;u 1 ; b), the uneven distribution of r and u within the allowed range, DS r;u 2 ; and c), the change of ''communal entropy'', shown by the first, second, and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 14, respectively:
where R is the gas constant, p(r, u) is the normalized probability distribution of r and u ( R DA pðr; uÞ r dr du ¼ 1), R A is the radius of the average area A for each monomer at 1 molar standard state (R A ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi A=p p ), and DA is the surface area (DA¼ R r dr du) in which one helix is observed to move relative to the other helix. p(r, u) ¼ 1/DA corresponds to a flat distribution. The first and second terms in Eq. 14 are essentially from a ''cell theory'' approach; each molecule is allowed to move within a ''cell'', the size of which is determined by the standard state. It neglects the possibility of multiple occupancy of the cells. The latter contributes a term referred to as ''communal entropy'' and is equal to R (34). When 2 mol of monomers form one mole of dimer, this term contributes -R to the translational entropy loss upon association. This term was incorrectly omitted in previous work in bulk solution (21) .
Translational entropy loss upon association in lipid bilayers may also occur along the z axis, an anisotropic dimension. Preliminary tests also showed coupling of absolute z coordinates of the two helices; therefore, the joint distribution was used to calculate the translational entropy lost on the z axis. The translational entropy change upon association on the z axis is the difference in translational entropy of two coupled helices after association and translational entropy of two independent monomers on z axis, where all probability distributions are normalized ð R 
respectively. For a homodimer, the last two terms are identical.
The total translational entropy loss upon association in bilayers is
Rotational entropy loss upon association
Any orientation of a rod-like TM helix can be defined by a unique combination of three Euler angles. In this work, we define the three angles as follows. Starting from a reference where the helix lies along the x axis (see caption of Fig. 2 ), any orientation can be obtained by a three-step operation (shown in Fig. 2 ): a), rotate about the x axis (the helical axis) by an angle a (i.e., a is the rotation angle); b), rotate about the y axis by an angle 90°ÿ b (i.e., b is the tilt angle); and c), rotate about the z axis by an angle g. Thus, to determine the Euler angles of any given orientation of a helix during MD simulations, one needs to find the reverse operations to return the orientation back to the reference state. In aqueous solution, it was assumed that the probability distributions of all three Euler angles are independent (i.e., (21) . This assumption is likely to fail in membranes; for example, for b ¼ 0, all a-angles are equally probable, but for b 6 ¼ 0 they are not. Indeed, preliminary tests showed that the distributions of a and b of a helix are coupled with each other. Thus in the membrane it can be assumed that p(a, b, g) ¼ p(a, b)Áp g for a monomer (p g is constant since g is isotropic). The dimer can rotate isotropically around the z axis. We can think of one helix maintaining its full freedom in the g-angle, but the g-angle of the second helix is now correlated with that of the first helix. The dimer is then described approximately by the probability distribution
where
g are the rotational angles of each helix in a dimer from the reference state and g ¼ g B ÿ g A . Therefore the rotational entropy change is decomposed into two contributions: one from the g-angle and the other from the a-and b-angles.
Rotational entropy loss in bilayers from the g-angle is given by The reference state is defined as follows: a), the center of 21 a-carbon atoms on residues from Thr-74 to Gly-94 (from CA 5 to 25) is at the origin (0, 0, 0); b), the center of seven a-carbon atoms on residues from Thr-74 to Val-80 (from CA 5 to 11) is on the 1x axis; and c), the a-carbon atom on residue Val-84 (CA 15) is on the x, y plane and its coordinate on the positive y axis. FIGURE 1 Polar coordinate system on the x, y plane of the membrane. The two helices in a dimer are presented as two cylinders. Points A and B are the center of the reference helix A and the center of the moving helix B, respectively. Point C represents a specific Ca atom on the reference helix. r is the distance between points A and B, and u is the angle between AB and AC. 
The total rotational entropy loss upon association (DS rotational association ) in lipid bilayers is
Conformational entropy loss upon association
The entropy loss due to restriction of side-chain dihedral angles upon association (DS conformational association
) is calculated by exhaustive enumeration, i.e., sampling each side-chain dihedral angle separately, keeping the backbone atoms and all the other dihedral angles fixed to calculate the effective energy of different conformations, and then calculating the entropy loss of each dihedral angle according to the probability distribution determined from the effective energies. The total side-chain entropy of a TM helix is assumed to be the sum of contributions from each dihedral angle j,
where p i is the probability of conformation i and W i is the effective energy for that conformation. Thus the side-chain conformational entropy change upon association is
This method is approximate because it neglects correlations between dihedral angles (the computational cost prevents full enumeration of all dihedral angle combinations). In test calculations where we allowed simultaneous variation of two dihedral angles from neighboring side chains in the dimer, we found that the error due to neglect of correlations is very small (,1%). Secondly, there is an inconsistency in the fact that the average effective energy and the side-chain entropy are obtained based on different conformational ensembles (one from MD, the other by enumeration). However, this is not expected to have a large effect since the energies of different rotamers are rather similar.
Association in micelles
Detergent micelles and lipid bilayers are different in two aspects: a), The shape of the hydrophobic environment is different: the lipid bilayers are roughly a flat slab, whereas the micelles are spherical or elliptical. Given that the helices are fully immersed in the hydrophobic phase, we assume that the effective energy change upon association of TM helices is the same in bilayers and micelles. b), The association entropy of a TM helix in a micelle and a lipid bilayer is different. Before association, the orientation of two monomers is already constrained in the lipid bilayer (Fig. 3 A) , whereas any orientation is allowed in a micelle (Fig. 3 B) . The translational entropy is also different. Bilayers provide for movement in a continuous, two-dimensional medium, whereas micelles are essentially zero-dimensional media. The movement of the micelle in solution does not contribute to the entropy of the peptide embedded in it. Only the movement of the peptide with respect to the micelle contributes. The translational entropy loss upon association is the sum of two terms: one arising from the overall distribution of helices in micelles and one from the local ''vibrations'' of the helices within a micelle. The rotational entropy loss occurs because a monomer can rotate freely within a micelle, but two helices in a dimer rotate together. Obviously, association in micelles is very complex and may contain contributions from the detergent itself (if, for example, the aggregation number changes upon association). Here we will perform a very basic calculation under the following assumptions: a), micelles are ideal, spherical objects, and b), each micelle cannot contain more than one monomer or dimer.
The translational entropy loss upon association due to the distribution in micelles is calculated in the following way. Let C P be the standard concentration (molarity in the hydrophobic phase). The number of micelles per monomer or dimer at the standard concentration is FIGURE 3 Difference in GpA association in a lipid bilayer (A) and detergent micelles (B) . 
If n is a very large number, using Stirling's approximation (ln n! ffi n ln n -n) gives lnV ffi n ln N 
The 1 in Eq. 28 corresponds to the ''communal entropy'' discussed above. For the noncovalent association process, 2 Monomers 4 Dimer, the standard free energy change upon association can be defined as the free energy change for 2 mol of monomer at 1 mM to convert to 1 mol of dimer at 1 mM. Accordingly, the translational entropy loss upon association due to the distribution in micelles should be
where N A is Avogadro's number, and k B is Boltzmann's constant. Thus the translational entropy loss due to the decrease of the number of translation states contributes Þ are calculated theoretically according to the energy distribution. DA, r, u, and pðr; uÞ are the same as those in Eq. 14. As shown in Fig. 4 , the hydrophobic burial (T) of a monomer or dimer changes with the distance from the center of the micelle (r m ). T can be calculated by
, assuming the helix is an ideal cylinder, the hydrophobic core of detergent micelle is an ideal sphere, and the helical axis is parallel to the z axis. So we calculate the effective energy (W) as a function of T using IMM1 and obtain p(r 
Since a 23 Å thick hydrophobic slab of IMM1 model is used to mimic the hydrophobic environment of micelles when the protein is at the center of the micelle, r m varies from 0 to 11.5 Å and Dr m is 11.5 Å . pðr d Þ, the distribution of a dimer inside the micelle can be calculated similarly.
Thus the total translational entropy change upon association in micelles is 
The method to calculate rotational entropy loss upon GpA association in micelles is the same as that upon binding in water (21) : 
, and p(g) are calculated from the bilayer simulations using IMM1.
Since the same effective energy function was used for both bilayers and micelles, we assume that side-chain conformational entropy change upon association is the same in bilayers and micelles.
METHODS

IMM1 model
IMM1 is an implicit membrane model derived from the implicit aqueous model effective energy function 1 (EEF1) (36) . It gives the effective energy (W IMM1 ) of a protein in a heterogeneous membrane-water system as the sum of the intramolecular energy (E) of the protein and the solvation free energy (DG slv ) (32) .
The intramolecular energy is calculated by the CHARMM 19 polar hydrogen energy function and the solvation energy is the sum of contributions from each atom or group i
where DG ; (36) where z9 ¼ jzj=ðT=2Þ (T denotes the thickness of hydrophobic core of the membrane) and f(z9) is defined by f ðz9Þ ¼ z9
Normally n is set equal to 10, which gives the appropriate steepness of transition between nonpolar and polar environments (32) . f ¼ 0.5 corresponds to the hydrocarbon-polar headgroup interface.
A second difference between EEF1 and IMM1 model is that a modified dielectric screening function is used to calculate the electrostatic interaction in the membrane:
where f ij reflects the positions of the two interacting groups i and j with respect to the membrane and can be calculated by the empirical model FIGURE 4 Translation of GpA monomer inside a micelle. To simplify the problem, a GpA helix and the hydrophobic core of a detergent micelle are presented as a cylinder and a sphere, respectively, and the helical axis is parallel to the z axis (only the cross section is shown). Points O and C are the origin of the coordinate system, and the center of the helix, respectively. Points B1 and B2 are the crossing points of the helical axis and the micelle surface. Points D, A1, and A2 are projections of points C, B1, and B2 on the z axis, respectively. CD equals the distance of the center of a GpA monomer to the origin on the x, y plane, r m . OB1 and OB2 denote the radius of the micelle sphere. The radius of the hydrophobic core of the spherical micelle is arbitrarily defined as 11.5 Å since we are using the IMM1 with thickness of 23 Å to mimic the hydrophobic environment of micelles. The thickness of the hydrophobic phase (T) at a distance of r m is A1A2 (A1A2 ¼ OA1 1 
where f i and f j are defined by Eq. 37.
MD simulations
Two structures of Glycophorin A are available: one was determined by solution NMR in DPC micelles (Protein Data Bank code: 1AFO) (14); the other was obtained by solid-state NMR in DMPC bilayers (15) . Here, the initial structures were obtained from the solid-state NMR structure of GpA; 29 residues (from GLU70 to LEU98) were modeled. The N-and C-termini were blocked by acetyl and methylamine groups, respectively. Before MD simulations, the structures were energy-minimized by the Adopted Basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) method. Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) constraints between hydrogen bonded O and N atoms were used to reduce statistical fluctuations and to prevent the changes in the extramembranous portions observed in previous work (32) . (A 5-ns simulation of GpA without NOE constraints produced a ;0.5 Å root mean-square deviation (RMSD) in the interhelical interface, from Leu-75 to Thr-87, with all crucial interhelical contacts maintained). In IMM1, 23.0 Å was used as the hydrophobic thickness because that is close to the hydrophobic thickness of DMPC bilayer (37) . All simulations were conducted with the CHARMM package and the Verlet integrator. The temperature of all simulations was set to 298.15 K at which the experimental measurements were normally conducted. During simulations, the average temperature after 0.1 ns was ;298.0 K and ;299.2 K for the monomer and the dimer, respectively.
Association free energy calculations
The effective energies during the last 0.9 ns of several 1-ns MD simulations of GpA monomer and dimer in the membrane were averaged and used to calculate the effective energy change upon association. Since NOE constraints generate an artificial additional energy term, this energy term was removed in our effective energy calculations. The magnitude of this term for the first run was ;10 kcal/mol, ;4.3 kcal/mol, and ;1.4 kcal/mol for the dimer, the monomer, and the effective energy change upon association, respectively. The following steps were followed for the translational entropy calculations:
i. Run MD simulations of the dimer and the monomers, and save 1000 coordinate frames in each trajectory. ii. Calculate the coordinates of the center of 21 a-carbon atoms on residues from Thr-74 to Gly-94 with CHARMM command RGYR. iii. Compute a histogram for each center of mass coordinate using 0.4 Å intervals, normalize it, and calculate the translational entropy loss according to Eqs. 16, 32, and related equations.
The detailed protocol for the rotational entropy calculations is the following:
i. For each coordinate frame, calculate the coordinates of Point 1 (the center of 21 a-carbon atoms on residues from Thr-74 to Gly-94), Point 2 (the center of 7 a-carbon atoms on residues from Thr-74 to Val-80) and Point 3 (the a-carbon atom on residue Val-84) on the helix of interest with CHARMM command RGYR. ii. Determine the angles for the helix rotated about the z (g) and y axis (b) from the vector of Point 1 (x1, y1, z1) / Point 2 (x2, y2, z2):
90°ÿ b ¼ sin ÿ1 ððz2 ÿ z1Þ=distance between Point1 and 2Þ:
iii. There are several steps to find a. First, move the whole helix to bring Point 1 to the origin; second, rotate Point 3 about the z axis by an angle -g; third, rotate Point 3 about the y axis by an angle ÿ(90°ÿ b); finally, a can be calculated from the new coordinates of Point 3 (x39, y39, z39):
iv. Calculate the range of each Euler angle; count the number of structures in each 5°(b) or 18°(a or g) interval in that range; normalize the probability distribution in that range; and calculate the rotational entropy loss according to Eqs. 23 or 33 and related equations.
The side-chain conformational entropy was calculated by systematic sampling of each dihedral angle. Since the effective energy is sensitive to translational and rotational configuration of a TM helix (translation on z axis, tilt angle to membrane normal, and rotational angle about the helical axis), side-chain entropies were averaged over 100 frames (after energy minimization) from MD trajectories. For each frame, the side-chain conformational entropy of the monomer or the dimer was calculated according to Eq. 24. The side-chain conformational entropy loss was calculated by Eq. 25 using the average side-chain entropies.
RESULTS
Structural stability of GpA during the MD simulations Seven 1-ns MD simulations were performed starting with a different random number for the assignment of velocities. The RMSD of the backbone atoms of monomers and dimer with respect to their initial structures for run No. 1 is shown in Fig. 5 . The RMSD of the dimer for most of the simulation time of run No. 1 is ,1.6 Å and the RMSD of the monomers is even smaller, which demonstrates that the dimer is sufficiently stable during the simulations. A 5-ns simulation of GpA without NOE constraints was also performed, which produced a ;0.5 Å RMSD in the crucial part for association, from Leu-75 to Thr-87, although the flanking residues fluctuated considerably.
Effective energy changes of GpA upon association in bilayers MD simulations of 29-residue GpA monomers, and the dimer were performed separately to calculate the effective energy change (DW) upon association. The results are presented in Table 1 . The average effective energies of monomer A and monomer B over several runs are close to each other, as they should. The average effective energy change is ÿ14.9 6 1.8 kcal/mol, which is much smaller than the average interhelical effective interaction energy of ;ÿ23 kcal/mol. The difference is accounted for by a change in intrahelical energy (reorganization energy) (21) . For run No. 1, the average reorganization energy for the two helices is 7.9 kcal/mol and can be decomposed into 8.9 kcal/mol from van der Waals, 0.3 kcal/mol from electrostatics, ÿ1.6 kcal/mol from solvation, and 0.3 kcal/mol from bonded terms. The contribution of each residue to the reorganization energy and its van der Waals, electrostatics, salvation, and bonded energy components were calculated; the largest contributions are shown in Table 2 . Residues 73-76 and 89-92 contribute large solvation terms to the reorganization energy, probably because they are around the hydrophobic-hydrophilic boundary and solvation terms are very sensitive to environment changes that take place upon association. Fig. 6 shows the configuration of the monomer and dimer in the membrane.
The tilt of each helix remains the same upon association, but the position on the z axis of each helix shifts ;1.1 Å toward the C-terminal direction and its rotation is different, which causes effective energy changes for residues 73-76 and 89-92 after association. The large contribution of the van der Waals term to the reorganization energy is probably caused by changes in side-chain conformations. Indeed, the average side-chain conformation of all major contributors to the van der Waals term, except Leu-89, changes upon association.
Translational entropy loss of GpA upon association in bilayers
The translational and rotational entropy losses of GpA upon association in bilayers were calculated from MD run No. 1. The contribution of translation entropy change along the x, y plane to the standard free energy is 1.9 kcal/mol. The entropy changes from the x. y plane due to the change of amplitude, uneven distribution, and the change of ''communal entropy'' are ÿ0.9 kcal/mol, ÿ0.4 kcal/mol, and ÿ0.6 kcal/mol, respectively. The joint probability distribution of relative distance r and angle u is shown in Fig. 7 A. The contribution from the z dimension is ÿ0.2 kcal/mol. The entropy changes from the z axis due to the change of amplitude and uneven distribution are ÿ0.1 kcal/mol and 0.3 kcal/mol, respectively. The joint probability distribution of z coordinates of helix A and helix B in a dimer is presented in Fig. 7 B. The small positive entropy change from the z axis is mainly due to a flatter probability distribution of the helices in a dimer compared to the monomers.
Rotational entropy loss of GpA upon association in bilayers
The rotational entropy change upon association in bilayers is ÿ1.4 kcal/mol. The contributions from the g-angle and from the a-and b-angles are both ÿ0.7 kcal/mol. As expected, the rotational entropy on the g-rotational dimension decreases since the monomers are free to rotate on that dimension but the relative rotation of one helix to the other in the dimer is restricted by interhelical interactions. Fig. 8 shows the Euler angles of helix A and helix B in the dimer with respect to the reference state, respectively). The joint probability distribution of a-and b-angles of helix A as a monomer and in a dimer is shown in Fig. 9 . A ÿ0.7 kcal/ mol entropy loss was found on these two dimensions, although the coupled distribution in the monomer is sharper than that in the dimer. This indicates that the coupling between the angles of one and the other helix (Eq. 20) is responsible for the entropy loss. The distribution peak is located ;27.5°on the b-dimension before and after association, but the location of the distribution peak on the a-dimension changes from ;63°t o ;279°upon association. This reflects what was mentioned above, i.e., the tilt angle remains the same but the rotation angle changes upon association.
Side-chain conformational entropy loss of GpA upon association in bilayers
The largest contributions are shown in Table 3 , and they are from Glu-72 (ÿ0.8 kcal/mol), Leu-75 (ÿ0.7 kcal/mol), Ile-76 (ÿ0.8 kcal/mol), Phe-78 (10.4 kcal/mol), Ile-91 (ÿ0.5 kcal/mol), Arg-96 (ÿ0.4 kcal/mol), and Arg-97 (ÿ0.9 kcal/ mol). The other residues' contributions are ,0.3 kcal/mol. Leu-75 and Ile-76 are at the interhelical interface. Glu-72 and Ile-91 are also found at the interhelical interface in the solid-state NMR structure. Therefore it is reasonable FIGURE 8 Probability distribution of the g-angle (the difference between helix A and B in a dimer). The bin size is 18°. FIGURE 9 Joint probability distribution of a-angle and b-angle of helix A as a monomer (A) and in a dimer (B). The bin size is 18°and 5°for a-angle and b-angle, respectively. FIGURE 7 Joint probability distribution of the relative distance r between two helices and the angle u in a dimer on the x, y plane (A) and joint probability distribution of the z coordinates of helix A and helix B in a dimer (B). The bin size for distance or z is 0.4 Å and the bin size for u angle is 10°.
that these residues contribute significantly to the conformational entropy loss. Interestingly, Val-80 and Val-84 in the LIxxGVxxGVxxT motif do not contribute significantly to the side-chain conformational entropy. This is consistent with the fact that the deuterium NMR spectra of Val-84 in the monomeric and dimeric GpA peptides are remarkably similar, which indicates there is no conformational entropy loss of these valines upon association due to restriction of the side chain by intrahelical packing interactions involving the b-methyl group of valines (38) . Unexpectedly, Phe-78, Arg-96, and Arg-97, which are not at the interhelical interface, contribute considerably to the side-chain conformational entropy. The positive side-chain entropy change from Phe-78 is probably because Phe-78 in the dimer is closer to the center of the hydrophobic core due to the shift of the dimer toward the C-terminus (see Fig. 6 ), and its nonpolar side chain gains conformational freedom in the dimer. Despite the shift of the dimer, the side chains of Arg-96 and Arg-97 in the dimer are even closer to the interface between polar headgroups and the hydrophobic core due to the change in the a-angle upon association (see Fig. 6 ), which probably leads to stronger interactions between them and Tyr-93; therefore Arg-96 and Arg-97 in the dimer appear to have less side-chain conformational freedom than they do in the monomer.
Standard free energy of GpA upon association in bilayers Table 4 summarizes the results obtained in the previous sections. The favorable change in effective energy (ÿ14.9 6 1.8 kcal/mol) is partially compensated by the unfavorable translational, rotational, and conformational entropy change to give a value of ÿ7.7 kcal/mol for the standard association free energy of GpA in DMPC bilayers.
Standard free energy of GpA upon association in micelles
The standard association free energy of GpA in DPC micelles and its components are summarized in Table 5 . The effective energy change and side-chain entropy loss are assumed to be the same as in bilayers. The translational entropy change upon association in micelles is less negative because the entropy change due to the change in number of translation states is positive at the (unrealistic) 1 M HP standard state. The rotational entropy loss upon association in micelles is much larger than that in bilayers because before association, monomers in micelles are free to rotate but monomers in bilayers are already rotationally constrained. The standard association free energy of GpA in DPC micelles calculated at 1 M (in HP) standard state is ÿ6.4 6 1.8 kcal/mol, which is close to ÿ6.1 kcal/mol converted to the same standard state from the experimental value.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the standard association free energy was decomposed into the effective energy change, translational entropy loss, rotational entropy loss, and side-chain entropy loss upon association. The average effective energy change upon association was calculated as ÿ14.9 6 1.8 kcal/mol, a result of compensation between an interhelical interaction of ;ÿ23.0 kcal/mol and a helix reorganization energy of ;7.9 kcal/mol. After the entropic terms were included, the The temperature T is 298.15 K. Numbers in parentheses are entropy changes due to two terms: one arising from the distribution of helices in micelles and one from the local ''vibrations'' of the helices within a micelle.
standard association free energy of GpA in DPC detergent micelles was theoretically estimated to be ÿ6.4 6 1.8 kcal/mol, which is in excellent agreement with the value of ÿ6.1 kcal/ mol converted from free energy of association at mole fraction standard state determined experimentally (6) . This agreement must be somewhat fortuitous, given the drastic approximations made in the micelle calculation (the effective energy change and side-chain entropy loss in bilayers and micelles were assumed to be the same; the micelle was treated as an ideal sphere; contributions from the detergent were neglected).
Because micelles are convenient for quantitative studies, it is important to understand the difference in association in micelles and bilayers. Our calculations showed that the translational and rotational entropy changes upon association are different in bilayers and in micelles. The contribution of translational entropy to the association free energy in bilayers and micelles is 1.7 kcal/mol and 0.4 kcal/mol, respectively. The reason for the smaller translational entropy loss in micelles could be that, because of the spherical nature of micelles, and the requirement of only one monomer per micelle, much micelle volume remains inaccessible to the monomer. That is, a monomer in a certain micellar hydrophobic volume has less entropy than in an equal amount of bilayer hydrophobic volume, because bilayers are continuous. In contrast, the rotational entropy change in micelles is ;2.6 kcal/mol less favorable than in bilayers, because the monomers are preoriented in bilayers but are free to rotate in micelles. Assuming that these are the only factors that are different between the two media, the calculated standard association free energy in DMPC bilayers is ;1.3 kcal/mol more favorable than in DPC micelles. This is consistent with the experimental observations that the association of GpA appears stronger in membrane bilayers in vivo than in detergent micelles (10) and that the difference in association constant of M2 protein in DMPC bilayers and DPC micelles corresponds to more than 0.7 kcal/mol for each helix-helix interface (17) . Another relevant observation is that certain epidermal growth factor receptors helices have been found to associate in vivo, but not in micelles (2) .
In terms of structural changes upon association, we found that the rotation angle changes upon association but the tilt angle remains the same. This differs from the results of Henin et al. (26) , who proposed that change of tilt is coupled with helix-helix recognition. A possible reason for the discrepancy is that the tilt of the monomers observed by Henin et al. was smaller than in our study, perhaps due to the increased thickness of their membrane, whereas the tilt of the helices in the dimer by their and our calculations is almost the same due to interhelical interactions. Thus, the change of tilt in their calculations is larger than ours.
Henin et al. (26) estimated the association free energy of GpA by integrating the potential of mean force as a function of the distance between the helices. They obtained the value ÿ11.5 kcal/mol. The standard state implicit in their calculation is 1 molecule/Å 2 (22) , which, for 26 Å hydrophobic thickness, corresponds to 63.8 M (in HP) in our standard state. The conversion of their value to our standard state can be done by DG 0 ¼ DG 1 RT 3 lnC (C ¼ 63.8M) and gives ;ÿ9.0 kcal/mol, not very different from ours. Henin et al. find that van der Waals and solvation make about equal contributions to the association free energy. We, however, find that van der Waals is the only favorable force, and solvation is unfavorable to association (see Table 1 ). The origin of this discrepancy is unclear. It seems more sensible that the removal of lipids from contact with the associating helices should be unfavorable. It would help if the solvation contribution computed by Henin et al. could be resolved into water and organic solvent components.
It is useful to also compare the present results with those of Lomize et al. (25) . The effective energy change upon association was decomposed into ÿ27.4 kcal/mol from van der Waals, 2.0 kcal/mol from electrostatics, 9.9 kcal/mol from solvation, and 0.3 kcal/mol from bonded terms. These values are larger than those of Lomize's. However similar energetic aspects are shown in both calculations: 1), van der Waals is the major driving force for association; and 2), electrostatics and solvation energies are not favorable for association. The reorganization energy was neglected in their calculations, as well as the translational and rotational entropy changes. The side-chain conformational entropy loss we obtained is much larger than the 0.9 kcal/mol that Lomize et al. (25) calculated, because they do not consider contribution from residues that are not at the interhelical interface.
Grasberger et al. (39) investigated the effect of restricted mobility on protein association in membrane, and their results showed that restriction of translation and rotation in membrane can enhance protein dimerization by 4300 and 132 times, respectively, compared to dimerization in aqueous solution. These two enhancements correspond to 4.8 kcal/mol and 2.8 kcal/mol. The enhancement from translational restriction refers to the difference between bulk concentration and local concentration in the membrane, including excluded volume effects, and is not relevant to our study. The rotational restriction enhancement of 2.8 kcal/ mol is very similar to our calculation of 2.6 kcal/mol difference in rotational entropy loss between bilayers and micelles. They assumed a maximum tilt of 10°, although from our MD simulations the tilt angle of monomers could be more than 30°. Also the tilt angle distribution from our simulation is much wider than what they estimated.
It has been demonstrated that MD simulations based on IMM1 can estimate the standard association free energy of TM helices in bilayers and micelles and illustrate possible translational, rotational, and conformational changes upon association. This work opens the way to quantitative investigations of the driving forces of TM helix association and de novo predictions of the propensity of TM helices to associate.
